Meeting Minutes
February 11, 2008
Attendees: Everyone
Prepared By: Alex

PDR Report Changes
- Action items from this morning’s presentation
  - Redo schedule
  - Redo system block diagram
    - Connectors
    - Power supplies
    - Materials
    - Label parts
  - Redo risk assessment top level
  - Software expandability concern
  - Cost analysis – track with block diagram
  - Ethics – state “why” we ought to do things

Made changes to schedule, changed deadlines and people responsible

UI group
- For Wednesday, 2/13: Put together info for expandability
- For 2/17: Have API done and section of interface done
- For 3/10: Have maintenance mode done

Networking group
- For Wednesday, 2/13: Think about timing, update/fix schedule, block diagram
- Sending – Emily
- Receiving – Taha
- PWM/Interrupts – Eric/Serdar

Low Level group
- For 2/17: get all needed voltages and inputs/outputs interface
- In 3 weeks
  - PCB board layouts done for ordering
  - PSpice testing, not for sensors
  - Breadboard testing will be done for all